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LESSONS LEARNT FROM USING C++ THE OBJECT-ORIENTED APPROACH TO SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

Dr Rose Mazhindu-Shumba
Computer Science Department
University of Zimbabwe
Box MP167 Harare
Zimbabwe: email:mshumba@zimbix.uz.zw

Abstract

This paper presents the lessons learned from using the C++ programming language and an object-oriented design methodology for the development of a prototype analysis tool for inheritance relationships in object-oriented C++ software systems. During the project two tools were developed; a data extraction tool, and an analysis tool. We noted that inheritance and dynamic binding, reuse and strong typedness are powerful features of C++. However we also noted that; C++ is an evolving language which needs standardization, the learning curve is very long, C++ leaves the programmer to resolve most problems and C++ code is very difficult to navigate and understand. We hope that the lessons explained in this paper will not only enhance the understanding of the C++ language, but also be very useful to anyone who intends using the language with any other object-oriented designing approach.

Introduction

The C++ language Stroustrup [Str86] has become one of the most popular languages for the development of object-oriented software. We feel that the popularity of C++ is due to the following facts:

C++ is derived from C, itself a popular language. Therefore C developers looking for the benefits of object-oriented programming look to C++ as a logical step towards object-oriented programming. C programmers move incrementally to C++, adding in object-oriented techniques at their own speed.

There is plenty of literature in the form of books and journals that explain and illustrate the use of the C++ language.

There is many development tools for the C++ language.

The C++ language is available on most platforms: Unix, Dos and VMS.

In this paper, we explain the lessons that we have learnt from using C++ and an object-oriented design methodology (the Rebecca Wirfs-Brock et al, [WBWW90]) in the development of an interactive computer-aided prototype analysis tool for inheritance relationships in object-oriented C++ software systems, SAOSS (A System for the Analysis of Object-Oriented Software Systems). SAOSS consists of a set of tools; a data extraction and storage tool (DEST) to extract required data from a given C++ system and store it into an object-oriented database and an analysis tool to analyse the data in the database. SAOSS was implemented on the Unix platform using the Sun 2.1 C++ compiler, the OSE C++ third party libraries by Dumpleton, [Dum93], and a graphical interface development toolkit, tcl-tk by Ousterhout [Ous93]. In all a one hundred classes were designed and implemented.

We hope that the lessons explained in this paper will not only enhance the understanding of the C++ language, but also be very useful to anyone who intends using the language with any other object-oriented designing methodology.
Lessons learnt from using C++

Inheritance and dynamic binding a powerful feature

From the development of SAOSS, we found that polymorphism, inheritance and dynamic binding together form a powerful feature of C++. As part of (DEST), we have some classes as presented below:

- An abstract class DETAILS with a pure virtual function get-details().
- Classes INHERITANCE-DATA and METHOD-DATA publicly inherit
- Client C++ code given below the classes.

In C++, a pointer to a base can point at either the base class object or a derived class object. The member function selected depends on the classes of the object being pointed at. The implication of the statement: `p[i] -> get-details()` is the following:

Invoke at run time the get-details() member function, which corresponds to the derived type of the object that `p[i]` is pointing to. If the object's class has no override for get-details(), use the parent class get-details().

The power of inheritance and dynamic binding

```cpp
class DETAILS
{
public:
    virtual double get-details() = 0;
};

class INHERITANCE-DATA: public DETAILS
{
    double height, width;
    public
    double get-details();
};

class METHOD-DATA: public DETAILS
{
    double radius;
    public
    double get-details();
};

client C++ code
DETAILS *p[N];
for (i=0;i<=N;++i)
    get-details=p[i]->get-details()
```

When the client code is executed, the selection of which method to invoke for a virtual function is dynamic. The advantage of such a design that uses inheritance and dynamic binding is that if more classes that represents data to be extracted from given system are added to the inheritance hierarchy, our code needs not change. This helps create open-ended systems.
Reuse support in C++ is a powerful feature

In C++, code reuse is achieved by use of aggregation, templates and private inheritance. We found aggregation and templates very useful in the development of SAOOSS.

Aggregation

Aggregation is the containment of an object of a class inside another class. There were several cases in the development of the analysis tool where we only needed to reuse a small percentage of the parent methods. In such a case it was less appropriate to use public inheritance since the is-a-kind of relationship did not exist among the classes. Since what we wanted was reuse of some functionality (not all), aggregation was used. Although we could have used private inheritance, we felt aggregation was better. Aggregation preserves the encapsulation of the contained objects, whereas when private inheritance is used, the inheriting client can have access to protected members of the base class. The fact that aggregation preserves encapsulation means that it reduces coupling among classes. Two objects are coupled if and only if at lease of them acts upon the other. Any evidence of a method of one object using methods or instance variables of another object constitutes coupling [CK94].

Templates or parametric polymorphism

We found templates to be very useful in the development of SAOOSS. all the classes in the OSE C++ data structure library are templated. Whenever we wanted a specific type of data in the structures, all we needed doing was instantiate the type. This saved us a lot of development time and effort and helped produce consistency across the developed system. However, the current problem with templates is that most available compilers do not support them as yet, since they are a new feature recently introduced into C++.

Strong typedness is a powerful feature of C++

C++ is a strongly typed language. A strongly typed language is one in which it can be guaranteed that all expressions have correct types at compile time. The strongly typedness of C++ is due to the fact that it has many fundamental types, it lets programmers define new types and has more restrictions on the operations allowed on the instances of the type. C++ checks the message names and types of arguments in a class function call at compilation. The message must be defined for the object class. In addition all the arguments must be types derived from the types declared for the functions arguments.

The importance of checking types at compile time is that in object-oriented programming, member functions can be misused. The misuse of a message may not be obvious when a program's source is checked. In addition since inheritance distributes the functions defined for a class, it may not be obvious whether a function is available to a particular class.

The C++ learning curve

Learning the C++ language is not very straight forward, the syntax of the language is not very consistent, especially when coming from a Pascal background. The learning of the syntax often distracts one from more important issues like the use of the object-oriented features.

Once the syntax is mastered the next step is to learn how to use the object-oriented features of C++. Learning to use the object features of C++ requires climbing a long learning curve. It takes several months to really appreciate the power of C++ classes and to become class designers. In fact it takes much more time to come to terms with the technical features of object-oriented programming than to move to another procedural language. We feel that it is very difficult to use the object-oriented features of C++ because C++ is a general purpose language that supports object-oriented programming among other things. In addition C++ class constructs come with a variety of protection mechanism, virtual function, virtual base classes, const member functions, reference variables. These features place a heavy burden on programmers trying to move to C++.
We feel that learning C++ and object-oriented programming is an ongoing process which will never end since C++ is continuously evolving. C++ is an evolving language, which needs standardization.

From our experiences of using C++ and reading other people's experiences, we feel that there is a very urgent need for the standardization of the C++ language. No doubt C++ is perceived as one of the languages that is best suited for modern software development. At the moment there is great variety of C++ implementations. Many of the available implementation produce their own interpretation of some C++ features. We feel that in the absence of real standards for language definition, future implementations will inevitably lead to multiple dialects. There is great need for established conventions and standards for design documents and coding.

Many development projects that find C++ to be the most appropriate language for their needs do not choose to utilise it because of the instability of the language definition, Lenkov [Len92]. C++ is a language that is still evolving and changing too rapidly to be a safe choice for large software development.

Since we started working with C++ in 1990, several new features were added to the language by Standard Committee. These include templates, exception handling and rules for relaxing the return types for virtual functions.

**C++ leaves the programmer to resolve most problems**

The C++ language assumes programmers know what they are doing and the available language constructs should make it easy to do what is desired.

Programmers have to figure out improper overriding of member functions

Whenever a virtual function is declared in C++, the overriding function must have the same signature as the virtual function in the ancestor. If the overridden signature does not match the signature of the virtual member function in the ancestor class, C++ treats the member functions as two distinct member functions with no relationship to each other. C++ leaves the programmer to figure out where a member function is not properly overridden. We feel that C++ should at least warn us or report this as an error. The consequences of leaving such a resolution to the programmer, can result in unpredictable results.

**Mistakes in overriding a member function**

```cpp
class NUMBER
{
public:
    virtual void add(int x)
    {
        return x*x;
    }
};

void main()
{
    NUMBER *p = new BIGNUMBER;
    cout << p->add(3) << endl;
}
```

Support we have a parent class NUMBER, child class BIGNUMBER and a main function as shown above. The reader of the program may expect 30 as the printed answer. We can justify this in the
following way, 'add' is virtual function NUMBER. In function main, a pointer to a
instance of class BIGNUMBER is substituted for the pointer to class NUMBER. The function 'add(3)' is then invoked
through the object pointer p. We would expect the add function in the child class to be invoked to
produce an output 30. However the redefined function 'add' in BIGNUMBER violates the requirements
for overriding a member function. The signature of the function does not match the signature of the
member function in the parent class. Therefore static binding is used and the version of 'add' in parent
is bound to the object of type child, producing an output of 9.

Programmers have to choose which member functions to make virtual and which to make ordinary

C++ leaves the programmer to choose which functions are to be dynamically bound and which functions
are to be statically bound. How can a designer of a class hierarchy, for example in a class library know
in advance which functions some clients intend to require dynamic binding? Some researchers have
proposed that it might be wise to declare all C++ functions as virtual Coplien [Cop92], Weiner [Wei94]

Programmers have to choose which ancestor classes to make virtual

C++ resolves the repeated inheritance problem by using virtual base classes. A designer of a class
library is again forced to make decisions about which classes to make virtual. Once a class is make
virtual, it cannot be undone by a client who wishes to create a class which has two copies of the ancestor.
The class hierarchy designer actually imposes decision about the sharing in the descendant class.

Programmers have to resolve member function and data member name conflicts.

Whenever multiple inheritance is used, it is possible that there maybe member functions and data member
name clashes from multiple ancestors. C++ leaves the programmer to resolve such clashes. The user
has got to add code into the child class to resolve the clashes.

C++ emphasizes user defined memory management

A memory-safe language is one which a user's program cannot unknowingly corrupt the contents of
memory Reed and Wyant [RW92]. C++ is defined in such a way as to prevent the compiler from
statically checking memory operations. One of the most undetected programming errors is the index
outside an array bound. If the index is large enough the operating system may signal a fault else the
erroneous index goes undetected. The value may later be passed into other parts of the program and
some data structures maybe corrupted. In addition, C++ objects can be created using the new operator.
The programmer has to figure out when it is safe to deallocate an object. The only time it is safe to
deallocate an object is when there are no more references to it. As soon as an object is deallocated the
C++ language runtime routine makes the object available for a subsequent instance allocations. We end
up with situations where two different sections of a program are using the same piece of storage to
represent two entirely different objects. This causes program crashes. The way C++ handles memory
management is in contrast with other object-oriented languages such as Smalltalk and CLOS. In
Smalltalk and CLOS, unused objects are automatically reclaimed by the system. The programmer
is then free to worry about more substantial issues.

The fact that C++ leaves most problems to the programmer may seem a good idea. A programmer is
left with the maximum flexibility of expression. From our experience, this is bad in that programmers
are too often tempted to select poor tradeoffs because they do not understand the multitude of options
available.

It is very difficult to navigate and understand C++ code

C++ is an operator intensive language. Many operators maybe used with different meanings in different
context. For example the operator '=' can be used to mean initialise, assign or establish a pure virtual
function. This can lead to very difficult-to-read code. Another example which shows the difficulty of
navigating and understanding C++ code is where we have a member function 'get-name()' attached to
object M. M -> get-name()

Given such a statement on its own, it is very difficult to figure out which class the method 'get-name()' is attached. The possibilities are that:

'get-name()' is a member function of class EMPLOYEE of which M is an instance.
'get-name()' is a member function of one of the ancestor classes of the EMPLOYEE class, if the subclass has not overridden the 'get-name()' method.
'get-name()' is a member function attached to subclass of EMPLOYEE class, M is a pointer to an EMPLOYEE object and 'get-name' function is virtual.

The importance of navigating and understanding code for maintenance purposes can not be overemphasized. The fact that navigation through C++ source code is a serious impediment to maintenance has also been conformed by Wiener [Wie94], Wybolt [Wyb90].

C++ programming environments

A programming environment is an integrated set of interactive tools that include at least a language interpreter, an editor, code browse, debugger and code finding systems. C++ offers no standard class libraries except the iostream library. There are plenty of third party vendors that are now offering special purpose C++ libraries. The areas of application include graphical user interface, mathematics and data structure libraries.

Conclusion

In this paper we have presented our experiences from using the C++ programming language and an object-oriented design methodology for the development of a prototype analysis tool for inheritance relationships.

We noted that inheritance, polymorphism and dynamic binding, reuse and strong typedness are very powerful features of the C++ language. However we also noted that C++ is a language with the following properties:

- a long learning curve,
- very difficult to understand,
- leaves the programmer to resolve most problems, and
- needs standardization.

The fact that C++ leaves most of the decisions to the programmer and the fact that the C++ code is very difficult to understand suggest that there is need for more comprehensive tools to help developers understand the design decisions in developed systems. We hope that the lessons explained in this paper will not only enhance the understanding of the language, but also be very useful to anyone who intends using the language with any other object-oriented design methodology.
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